Introduction.
In this note we extend the following Theorem A of Chaundy and Jolliffe [3] and Theorems B and C of Boas [2] . G. Sunouchi proved Theorems B and C by a different method [7] and Aljancic, Bojanic and Tomic [l] , and S. O'Shea [6] have extended these theorems in different directions.
Statement of results.
A sequence (bn) of nonnegative numbers is said to be quasi-monotone if (2.1) bn+i-a bn(l + a/n) for some constant a>0 and all «>»0(a) [5; 8] . An equivalent definition is that bn/nß 1 0 for some ß>0. We may suppose that a is an integer. Let F(«) denote the number of terms bk such that k^n, bk-i<bk; and let <p(x) be any function, positive and nondecreasing for x^l, and such that Hence for all large k, pk^nk and so for k = l, 2, • • -, P(nk+pk) = Pk<Aink/<p(nk). Write «y = ra, pj = p. Then from (2.1)
where Hip, 77, a) = (1 + a/n) ■ ■ ■ (I + a/(n + p -1))
Hence from (3.1), we have is convergent, provided »y+iá»' for all large/. If ray+1>ra* for an infinity of j, then we define ra* as follows :
It is easily seen that n*-i<n*è.n*lx for/^2 and 1 Ai is convergent. If «y+i>wf for an infinity of/, we define «*, as in (3.5), and then prove the convergence of (3.10). From (3.8), (3.9) and the convergence of (3.10), the convergence of (2 .7) follows.
To prove the second part of (c), we observe that for 0 = 0, 1 ¿(ray + pi) log (ray + p¡ -6) -b(n,) log (ray -0) « ¿(My + t) log (My + t) (=0 My + t I" S=î ¿(My + t) log (My + t)~\ L (=0 My + t J Hence from (3.7) and the convergence of (2.6), the convergence of (2.7) follows.
(d) We omit the proof of the convergence of (2.8) which is similar to the one used to prove the second part of (c).
4. Proof of Theorem 2. This follows from the convergence of (2.4). We note that both series (1.1) and (1.4) are uniformly convergent over the interval 0<8 = xá2ir -8.
Proof of Theorem 3. We need consider the interval 0=x^7r. To prove that the condition is necessary, consider 
